US East Coast tour APR 21-27 /3 MAY
This tour takes in the major cities of the East coast and can also be extended
to drive down to Atlanta, Charlotte and Savanna- With the Charleston Airshow

SAT 21 We fly from our UK departure airport to JFK. On arrival, we collect our vehicles and we have a
drive around JFK. In the evening we drive to our hotel, THE HILTON at TETERBORO. From here we have
fantastic views of both runways, as well as the approach to Newark.
SUN 22 We have all day to visit airports in the New York area, such as NEWARK, WHITE PLAINS, JFK
and LA GUARDIA.
MON 23 Another free day in the New York area.
TUE 24 After a quick look around TETERBORO and then NEWARK, we continue down to PHILADELPHIA.
We have the rest of the day here with nearby hotel.
WED 25 Today we look at the early PHL movements before driving to BALTIMORE and finally we arrive in
WASHINGTON DCA. Our overnight hotel is at WASHINGTON DULLES.
THU 26 We have the whole day at DULLES with a chance to visit the Smithsonian Aerospace museum if
you wish. Those on the SHORT TOUR fly home this evening. Those extending drive down to
RICHMOND for our overnight hotel.
FRI 27 We depart for our first stop at RALEIGH DURHAM. Then we continue onwards to GREENSBORO.
Our final stop is CHARLOTTE and airport hotel.
SAT 28 We have all day in the CHARLOTTE area at the viewing park, museum or local airfields. We
depart in the evening for our overnight hotel at COLUMBIA airport.
SUN 29 After a quick look around Columbia, we drive southeast to CHARLESTON for the AIRSHOW.
Charleston is a C17 base and home to BOEINGS 787 production line. After the show, we can visit
CHARLESTON EXECUTIVE and also the USS YORKTOWN aircraft carrier. Our overnight hotel is just up
the road in SAVANNA.
MON 30 We visit SAVANNA, home to GULFSTREAM. In the afternoon we drive via MACON and
WARNER ROBBINS to ATLANTA. Our hotel is near PEACHTREE.
TUE 1 All day in the ATLANTA AREA, to visit PEACHTREE, DOBBINS, CARTERSVILLE, FULTON
COUNTY and ATLANTA HARTSFIELD. Our final nights hotel is the Renaissence Concourse, overlooking
the whole airport.
WED 2 We spot from the hotel all morning, transferring to the airport at lunchtime for our evening flight
back to the UK.

TOUR CAN BE EXTENDED - LOCAL DEPARTURES ARE AVAILABLE
Lots of extra airfields can be fitted in, en route depending on your preferences.

Cost: £1395

Deposit: £395

Single Room: £295

Including: All flights and taxes, 5 nights hotel, ground transportation.

Plus Extension: £345

Single Room: £189

Including: Extra 6 nights hotel, Ground transportation.

